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DORM DECISION 
COMES TODAY
That was the lead headline in 
last week’s Scribe; but before the 
paper came out, the University’s 
petition to the Zonii^* Board of 
Appeals for the construction of a 
nine story dorm was withdrawn.
Apparent’y unwilling to risk 
waiting a year if the request was 
denied and fac:ng a court fight 
If it was approved, the Univer­
sity withdrew its petition “ in the 
interest of harmonious relations 
with individuals residing in and 
near the campus area.’ ’ accord­
ing to a four page statement re­
leased by University officials.
The decision to withdraw the 
request w°s m°de last Wednes­
day by Vice Pres. Albert W. 
Diem, after consulting with Uni­
versity lawve-s. Board of Trustee 
members, or,d representatives of 
the opposition.
Universifv ofckffals have not
yet said when they will put an­
other request before the Zoning 
Board.
When the petition withdrawal 
was made known, James P. Mc- 
Loughlin, counsel for Seaside Vil­
lage Homes, said:
“ We recognize the need for ed­
ucational facilities but we also in­
sist on recognition for the rights 
of Bridgeport taxpayers and vot­
ers.”
"Mutual understanding and co­
operation are necessary. We 
stand ready to offer this coopera­
tion and we are still readv to 
oppose any further encroachments 
by U.B.”
The campaign by area 
residents against the new dorm 
hit a peak just before the Zoning 
Board was to consider the Uni­
versity’s request asking for a 
waiver of the ban on structures 
higher than four stories.
Letters were sent to local pa­
pers protesting the dorm and at­
tacking the University on many 
fronts, the petition signers’ legal 
representatives called on the Uni­
versity to withdraw its petition, 
the district alderman issued a 
statement urging the University 
to change its mind and numerous 
types of literature was circulated 
within the area concerning the 
issue.
Vice Pres. Diem noted that 
statements made in the local 
press and literature circulated 
“ presented a distorted view of 
the University.”
Controversy tends to encourage 
exaggeration, he observed, and a 
number of inaccurate assertions 
have already been made.
He cited the reference to the 
“ removal by the University of 
$6,000,000 w orth of taxable proper-
(Continued on Page 6'
"D O N 'T  LET A  SKYSCRAPER BLOCK TH IS V IE W "
A reproduction of anti-dorm literature circulated in this area.
Un iversity Drops Dorm Plea
Nowlan Labels Newspaper’s Air 
Pollution Implication As ‘Unfair’
The implication that the Uni­
versity is a contributor to air 
pollution in Bridgeport has been 
labeled “ unfair”  by T.W. Nowlan, 
director of buildings and grounds.
He referred to a picture of the 
University's P.T. Barnum build­
ing, a girl’s dormitory, which 
w as one of several examples de­
picted in a local newspaper's 
two-page article on air pollution 
in Bridgeport. A jet of black 
smoke billowed from the build­
ing’s stack.
“ Although the University con­
tributes to some extent, it is a 
great deal less than industry in 
the city,”  he said.
Nowlan said a particular prob­
lem is the grade of fuel used by 
the University for its futnaces 
and boilers. “ It is a heavy, vi- 
cuous oil which tends to cause 
black, sooty smoke.”
Another consideration is the 
University’s 37 boilers which must 
be manually tended and constant­
ly adjusted to allow' for variations 
in fuel. “ We have men tending 
boilers from 7 a.m. to It p.m.,”  
said Now'lan.
“ The jet of black smoke is the
result of a boiler lighting off,”  
he said. “ Legally, it is allowed 
to burn in this manner for 30 
seconds.”
Nowlan said the University is 
constantly experimenting with 
new products cut dowm or lim- 
inate soot in smoke. “ We are now 
adding a special chemical to the
“ The Madwoman of Chaillot,”  
by Jean Giraudoux, will be the 
Drama Department's annual 
spring production. The play wrill 
be put on at the Drama Center 
on April 3, 4, and 6, Albert Dick- 
ason, director of the center, an­
nounced.
The cast of the play will in­
clude: Madwoman (Countess Aur­
elia), Cornelia Brown; Ragpicker, 
Jeffery Broadbent; President, 
Spencer Drake; Irma, Guillaine 
Dale; Pierre, David Frankel; 
Prospecter, Bruce Weiner; Con­
stance, Fredde Sue Lesner; Gab­
rielle, Gloria Gelt; Josephine, Fil- 
da Zell; Baron, Richard Stanely;
fuel oil which reduces the amount 
of soot and by-products of our 
furnaces and boilers,” he said.
Local fire department rep­
resentatives w o r k  with the 
University to combat air pollution 
and keep it to an absolute mini­
mum, he said “ We are not happy 
with the situation,”  said Nowlan. 
“ We want to correct it.
Policeman, Eliot Krasnow; Wait­
er, Theodore Wood; Broker, Har­
ris Stravitz.
Also: Lois Bernstein, Trudy 
Koestner and Noreen Robinson.
Stephen Frankel, a senior maj­
oring in French, will assist Diek- 
ason as student director. Dickason 
noted that this is the first time a 
student has been appointed to 
help him direct the spring play.
Mike Kaplan will be in charge 
of lighting, and Leonard Soyka 
will act as technical director.
Admission to the play is $1.25, 
but is free to any student who 
show's his student identification at 
the door.
Spring Play April 3, 4, 6
Senate Defeats 
Motion to Report 
‘Mid’ Grades
A request to return to the 
policy of formally reporting mid­
semester grades starting this 
semester was turned down by the 
Faculty Senate at its meeting last 
Wednesday.
Submitted by Donald W. Kern, 
dean of admissions ar.d Alfred R. 
Wolff, dean of student personnel, 
the request called on the Senate 
to rescind the policy because 
“ it has become increasingly ob­
vious that this action has creat­
ed a number of acute problems.”
At a meeting of the entire fa­
culty last year it was voted to 
eliminate formal reporting of 
mid-semester grades. The vote 
over rode previous Senate action 
which had voted to keep the 
practice of giving written mid­
semester grades to students and 
parents.
The written request listed sev­
eral reasons in asking to have 
the policy revoked.
“ The Scholarship Committee 
was forced to delay action on ap­
plications for scholarship assist­
ance for the spring term of 1964 
until final grades for the fall 
term of 1963 were available. This 
meant delay in notification to ap­
plicants until two weeks after 
registration, ”  stated the petiion. 
The committee feels some stu­
dents did not return because they 
could not be assured at registra­
tion that they would receive as­
sistance.”
It also states that the Offica 
of Student Pe.sonnel has “ faced 
extreme hardship in living up to 
the Faculty Senate regulations.”
About 75 freshmen who 
entered in September 1963 were 
separated on the basis of final 
grades without warning, warning 
which could have been based 
upon mid-semester grades,”  tha 
petition states.
Also listed is the problem of 
"catching students not or. proba­
tion who get into academic diffi­
culties during the semester.”
“ Many of these people should 
hive been placed on probation 
for the current term but ara 
now carrying a program in ex­
cess of that allowed probation 
students.”
“ Under senate regulations soma 
students go under automatic pro­
bation or automatic separation if 
their quality point deficiencies 
reach certain levels. Without 
mid-semester grades to serve as 
a guide it is extremely difficult 
for Student Personnel to keep 
track of these students,”  states 
the request.
The request also reports that 
a number of students and at least 
one faculty member have report­
ed that “ some instructors have 
refused to give mid-semester 
grades to students and others 
have made it very difficult for 
students to learn their grades.”
WRA Postpones 
Officer Elections
With only one girl running for 
the office of President, the Wo­
men’s Residence Association was 
forced to postpone its election of 
officers from Wednesday, Feb. 26 
to Wednesday, March 4.
Cheryl Cobb, a sophomore ma­
joring in education, was the only 
announced candidate for the offica 
when the deadline for petitions, 
last Moday, approached.
How'ever, she decided not to 
run for the presidency but rather 
for vice-president.
Carol Jaffe, a junior majoring 
in elementary education then an­
nounced her candidacy for the 
presidency.
As of Wednesday there were 
two candidates for vice-president, 
two for recording secretary; two 
for corresponding secretary; one 
for treasurer, and one for Stu­
dent Council representative
In order to run for any of the 
offices, a girl had to obtain the 
signatures of 25 other women 
residents and have a total com- 
ulative quality point ratio of at 
least 2.3. Those running for the 
presidency had to have at least 
one year’s experience on Womens 
Senate.
The petitions were passed out 
at a Women’s Senate meeting on 
Monday, Feb. 3 and were due 
last Monday. When the returned 
petitions showed only one girl 
running for president, the execu­
tive committee of WRA decided 
to postpon* the elections and ex­
tend the deadline for petitions
until tomorrow.
“ It was decided to extend th» 
deadline for the petitions because 
we feel that our attempt so tar 
to recruit candidates have been 
very impersonal. Due to the fact 
that our organization is so large, 
the Executive Committee is work­
ing more closely with the presi­
dents and residence assistants on 
each floor in an attempt to reach 
the individual girls on a more 
personal level,”  said Martha At­
kinson, president of WRA.
Miss Atkinson said she felt 
“ very disheartened”  when it was 
learned there was only one can­
didate for the office of president.
“ Women fought a long hard 
battle to receive the right to vote, 
here, before us, we have not only 
the right to vote but also an 
opportunity to run the whole 
show, to make the power and in­
fluence that is ours heard and 
felt on this campus.”  Miss Atkin­
son said.
“ However, the scarcity of can­
didates for the office of president 
is a blow to any hopes and as­
pirations which the women dorm 
students might have had of mak­
ing their influence any stronger 
than a gentle breeze,”  she con­
cluded.
Other officers of the WRA in­
clude Florence Marcus, vice-pres­
ident; Celia Becker, recording 
secretary; Ellen Geisler, corres­
ponding secretary; Elizabeth Car- 
rozza, treasurer; and Alice Bene­
field. Student Council Represen­
tative.
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Student Legislature Starts March 5 PARKING PROBLEM:
The Capitol in Hartford will be 
the scene for three days of prac­
tice legislation when the Connec­
ticut Inter-collegiate Student Leg­
islature convenes there March 5.
Sixteen Connecticut colleges will
RICK PEARL 
Junior Delegate
send a total of 336 delegates to 
the session, which is devoted to 
the teaching of the essentials of 
hold meetings of both the House 
leaders.
The students will elect officers, 
hold meetings of both the house 
and the Senate, and attempt to 
put through bills.
The University of Bridgeport’s 
21 man delegation will attempt to 
get two bills passed.
The first will make a system 
of flashing lights mandatory on 
all cars, as a highway safety 
measure; and the second bill 
would raise the statutory rape 
age from 16 to IS.
Bridgeport’s delegation will be 
led by senior delegate David Hop- 
wood, and Junior delegate Rich­
ard Pearl.
Pearl will hold the office of 
State Treasurer, and is going to 
run for the office of President of 
the Senate.
Sharing Senate duties with Pearl
will be senior Bob Hoffman. All 
other delegates from the Univer­
sity will be in the House of Rep­
resentatives.
The delegation will be sp onsor- 
ed by the Political Relations 
Forum.
Spaces Are A vaila ble; 
Anyone for Bikes?
Spaces
DAVID HOPWOOD 
Senior Delegate
Geer Explains Travel Lincoln Exhibit 
Abroad Program at Convo. Library
Students can travel abroad this 
year and not even leave the Uni­
versity. At least that is what 
Dr. Owen C. Geer, professor of 
education, said last Wednesday at 
a convocation dealing with the 
University's Campus Abroad pro­
gram.
Narrating slides taken during 
last year’s trip, he explained the 
trip, designed for students, teach­
ers, and professional people, of­
fers the chance to study on foreign 
campuses.
But there is also a light side. 
Dr. Geerr illustrated. The pic­
ture of a Scottish grarvdmother 
smoking her pipe while painting 
• landscape, and the various
means of transportation used, 
river boat, train, horse cart, and 
even one faculty member riding 
on a garbage truck.
Emphasized were scenes from 
the group’s tour of the Soviet 
Union, where, Dr. Geer says, the 
group was allowed full freedom 
of travel, from the University of 
Moscow to a collective farm and 
a youth camp.
This year’s Campus Abroad 
tour is scheduled to leave in 
July. There are three tours, west­
ern Europe, western and eastern 
Europe, and a trip around the 
world.
Additional information may be 
obtained by contacting Dr. Geer.
BIC is the world's finest 
writing instrument—writes 
on and on—yet it costs only 
19C. Only BIC is guaran­
teed* to write first time 
every time. BIC 's "Dyamite”
Ball Point is the hardest 
metal made by man. Get a BIC, now at 
your campus store. BIC “Crystal” 190. 
BIC pens available with blue, red, green, 
•nd black ink. Made in U.S.A. ‘ For re­
placement send pen to:
W MERM ANBIC  PEN COUP., MILFORD, CONN.
'Ì/B ÌC )
You Con Purchase 
Your Waterman 
Bic Pen 
ond
All Of Your 
School Needs at
YOUR
U. B.
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A Lincolniana collection, pre­
sented to the Carlson Library 
several years ago by Robert H. 
Davis, is currently on display in 
the library to commemorate the 
anniversary of the birth of Abra­
ham Lincoln.
The exhibit will continue until 
the end of February. This is the 
first exhibit of the entire collec­
tion in two years.
The nucleus of the collection on 
the 16th President of the United 
States, as presented to the li­
brary by Davis, a retired vice 
president and general manager of 
the Raybestos-Manhattan com- 
pany, Stratford, consists of more 
than 300 volumes, framed por­
traits and photographs, medals, 
and other souvenirs of Lincoln’s 
life and times.
Also contained in the exhibit 
are newspaper clippings pertain­
ing to Lincoln, including page-one 
of the New York Herald published 
on the day of his assassination, 
and page-one of the Philadelphia 
Inquirer describing Lincoln’s fun­
eral. There L* also a copy of the 
playbill from the theatre in which 
Lincoln was shot.
The exhibit is contained in sev­
en displays located throughout 
the library. A listing of locations 
appears in the main lobby.
By ARNOLD REINER 
II' you car is registered and you 
are not afraid to walk, there are 
quite a few parking spaces avail­
able.
Up to Feb. 11, 1,640 students 
had registered cars with the Uni­
versity. The breakdown is 925 
evening students, 555 day com­
muters, and 160 full time dorm 
students. The total number of stu­
dent parking spaces available in 
University-owned parking lots is 
647.
The parking situation becomes 
most acute between 5:30 p.m. and 
8:00 p.m. Many day commuters 
are still on campus waiting for 
or attending their night classes, 
studying, or spending time at the 
Student Center. Then the night 
students arrive and the mess gets 
thick.
Most of us would rather drive 
than walk, and this is especially 
true when the weather is bad. For 
this reason the parking lots ad­
jacent to or near University build­
ings are always full or close to 
capacity most of the day. Dana, 
Alumni Hall, and Fores parking 
lots are usually out of the ques­
tion during the peak hours.
Most of the spaces along the 
street are taken by the early 
birds. We suggest you try the 
south end of the library parking 
lot. Generally there’s room in the 
rear of the New Men’s Dorm lot, 
which is just across the street. 
True, these lots are not located 
just short steps from the building 
at which your classes are but at 
least when you come out there 
will be no ticket on your car, that 
candidate must be of good moral 
If you try all our suggestions, 
and your efforts still end in fail­
ure, we’re sorry; it worked for 
us.
Bikes
By GARY McCREDLE 
Should bicycles be used by stu­
dents to help solve the Univer­
sity’s alleged parking problem?
Dr. David Field, Director of the 
Arnold College Division, would not 
give a straight “ yes”  or "no”  an­
swer to this question, but he did 
say that if students would stop 
using their cars to drive between 
classes, there would be a partial 
solution to the ticklish situation.
But Field also said that while 
bicycles are used on other cam­
puses to get to classes in differ­
ent buildings, he does not think 
that the University is now 
"spread out enough to reach this 
stage yet.”
“ It would improve their own 
well-being and help their physical 
conditioning, but I don’t think it 
would make much difference if 
the students were walking to 
classes now,”  Field said.
Field also said that because the 
University is located near several 
stores and restaurants and there 
is a central bus line that runs 
from the University into down­
town Bridgeport, he does not see 
why bicycles, instead of cars 
could not be used for short trips 
into town.
Should automobiles be banned 
for freshman and sophomore 
dorm students?
Field said that if he were a 
student he would not want any­
one telling him whether or not he 
could have a car on campus, but 
he added that except for "date 
nights,”  he thought that freshman 
and sophomore dorm stu­
dents could get along with­
out cars.
"Except on a date, I don’t see 
why cars would be necessary for 
underclassmen. Bicycles are not 
going to help if you want to go 
out on a date night,”  he said.
Art Department Adds Two Courses
Some changes are currently be­
ing made in the courses offered 
by the art department.
Art 115-116, the history of west­
ern art, and Art 231, Italian 
Renaissance art, are two
additions to the program.
“ These new courses in-
Boys’ Touchdown Coats
With warm Sherpa acrylic lining ond wool kicker; 
Cotton ond Wool knit collar. Celadoud sleeve lining. 
Sizes 14 to 20.
24.99
Split shoulder Stadium Coats with tab cuffs; rail- 
rood stitched. Popular 38-in. length; sizes 36 to 42.
8oys' Dept. Street Floor. 27.50
BRIDGEPORT
crease our history offerings 1 
six hours and will enrich o 
program by giving students 
more comprehensive backgroui 
in the history of art,”  said Pr< 
James Jackson, art departme 
chairman.
An advanced level drawl 
course has also been approvi 
and will be offered on the ju 
ior level. Other changes will i 
crease the requirement for dra 
ing from four to six hours f 
art majors in their freshm 
year.
Sexual morality, men as a so 
cial animal, asd the necessity o 
religion in democracy are som< 
of the topics open to informs 
discussion tonight by the Human 
1st Forum, meeting from 7:4$ ti 
9:60, in room 203 Student Center 
There are no dues and anyom 
may attend and speak his mind
BRIDGEPORT
Motor Inn
Kings Highway - Rt. 1-A 
Exit 24. Conn. Turnpike
A  CO NVEN IENT  SHOP 
FOR YOUR
FRIENDS & RELATIVES
lust 5  Minutes from Campus 
Recommended by A A A  
367-4404
GREEN
COMET DINER
"TOPS IN  T O W N "
90 Kings Highway Cutoff 
Fairfield, Conn.
333-9555 —  368-9471
Take Connecticut Thruway
I I I  I I I  I i l l  T I I I I I I I T
Mr. & M rs. Billiards 
4198 M A IN  ST. 
Bridgeport, Conn.
SIXTEEN BRUNSW ICK  
TABLES
Available for your 
pleasure
Wednesday Night Date 
Night
Escorted Ladies FREE
Open Daily 10 a.m.-la.m.
Open Sunday At 2 P.M. 
Next door to Anderson Little 
Opp. Town & Country Diner 
CALL 374-6565
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Kirkendall On Sex
\ His Views Create Opposition Plus Thought |
= i
i  What is moral? Is everything 
I  not moral, immoral?
I  Dr. Lester A. Kirkendall, ed- 
| ucator, lecturer, arid noted au- 
I  thor on the so-called sexual con- 
| fusion of today's college youth, 
§  says in his recent book, “ Pre- 
1 marital Intercourse and Interper- 
1 sonal Relations," that “ the moral 
§  decision will be the one which 
I  works toward the creation of 
1  trust, confidence and integrtiy in 
§  relationships.”
1  “ It should increase the capacity 
1  of individuals to cooperate and 
§  enhance the sense of self-respect 
I  in the individual,”  he continues. 
I  “ Acts which create distrust, sus- 
1  picion, ar.d misunderstanding, 
j  which build barriers and destroy 
1  integrity, arc immoral.”
1  Kirkendall. currently a profes- 
| sor of family relations at Oregon 
1  State College, will speak on the 
1  University campus at the “ Cam- 
I  pus Challenge”  conference, Fri­
ll day and Saturday. March 6 and
I  7-
1  Subjects for the conference will 
j  be sexual morality and cheating.
The conference is being spon­
sored by the Office of Student 
Personnel is cooperation with the 
Women’s Pesidence Associa­
tion and Men's Housing.
Kirkendall, who w ill head a list 
of speakers from various fields 
both on and off campus has been 
described by Albert R. Wolff, 
dean of Student Personnel, as 
“ a fine speaker and a recognized 
authority on ethics and the col­
lege student.”
“ And although there is a lot 
of opposition to many of his 
views, he is a stimulating and 
thought-provoking individual,”  
Wolff pointed out.
Basically, Kirkendall believes 
that because both teachers and 
administrators have been evasive 
and dishonest when issues involv­
ing sex arise, education had 
failed, particularly on the college 
level, to dissolve the many ex­
isting contrad'ctions concerning 
sex and morality in our society.
He proposes that it is now the 
job of educators to help students 
and each other find a value sys­
tem which can motivate, not on­
ly sexual choices, but all the 
choices to be made.
“ Every college and university 
should provide its students with 
opportunities through classes, 
conferences, and open discussion 
for this experience,”  Kirkendall 
emphasizes in a recent paper en­
titled “ College Youth and Sexual 
Confusion.”
“ We are still trying to motivate 
and control the sexual behavior 
of youth by citing the traditional 
negative consequences of sexual 
experience,”  Kirkendall further 
notes. “ The fact is that the pow­
er of these fear-evoking threats 
has been markedly decreased."
And he concludes, - “ Basing 
moral judgements wholly upon 
the commission or omission of 
acts has become completely im­
practical. Our task is to find a 
value framework which will en­
able us to interpret all behavior 
in its context.”
Kirkendall was born in Oberlin, 
Kansas in 1906, He received his 
B.S. from Washburn College in
1925, his M S. from Kansas State 
College in 1928, and his Ph D. 
from Teachers’ College, Columbia 
University, in 1937.
Kirkendall held the position of 
administrator of Oberlin public 
schools from 1927 to 1933. He was 
professor of education at Central 
Connecticut College from 1935 to 
1941, and served as the head of 
the division of educational guid­
ance at the University of Okla­
homa from 1941 to 1943.
He was a specialist in sex ed­
ucation with the United States 
Office of Education in 1944-45, 
and in 1945, he was appointed in­
structor at the United States 
Army University in Florence, Ita­
ly.
Kirkendall returned from Italy 
and became the director of the 
Association for Family Liv­
ing with headquarters in Chicago 
in 1946. He held this position un­
til 1948, when he joined the fa­
culty of Oregon State College.
Kirkendall was a member of 
the Board of Trustees of the
American Institute of Family Re- I  
lations in 1959, and was a dele- | 
gate to the World Family Con- = 
gress, Paris, in 1958. |
He served as the director of 1 
the National Council of Family § 
Relations from 1952 to 1956.
He has received numerous re- | 
search grants from the E.C. I  
Brown Trust and from the Nation-  ^
al Academy of Science for his a 
work in adolescent sex behavior. 1  
Kirkendall is the author of sev- §  
eral books and a contributor to i  
leading periodicals. His books and 1 
articles include: Changes in the i  
Adjastment of High School §  
Pupils, 1937; Sex Adjustments of | 
Young Men, 1940; Understanding §  
Sex, 1947; Goals for American = 
Education, 1948: Dating Days, 1 
1949; Sex Education as Human 8  
Relations, 1950; Student Councils l| 
in Action, 1953; Understand- = 
ing the Other Sex, 1955; Too J  
Young to Marry, 1956: A Reading 1  
and Study Guide for Students in 1  
Marriage and Family Relations, 1 
1960; and Premarital Intercourse i  
and Interpersonal Relations, 1961. §
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Five Graduates Get First 
Mech. Engineerin
Sweetheart
Queen
KAREN POLAN
Karen Polan, a sophomore maj­
oring in secondary education, was 
selected “ Campus Sweetheart”  
last Friday at the annual “ Sweet­
heart Dance.”
WPKN Names 
New Staff
Radio station WPKN has named 
a new slate of officers for the 
spring semester.
The station officers are: Bar­
bara May, program director; 
Dave Corwin, business manager; 
Al Cooper, chief announcer; Bri- 
ian Johnson, record librari­
an; Ronnie Tomchin, chief en­
gineer; and Larry Haske, station 
manager.
UB STUDENTS
15%  D ISCOUNT
ON ALL LP RECORDS
Classical —  Jazz 
Pop —  Folk
Largest Stock 
Southern Connecticut
RUDY FRANK
R E C O R D  S H O P
52 Fairfield Are., Bpt.
333-1081
Honor SocietyJ
ARISTELA, the senior honorary 
society of the University, is seek­
ing students -he are eligible for 
membership.
The basic qualifications are: a 
minimum of 76 hours credit; a 
cumulative quality point ratio of 
at least 3.2 at the time of elec­
tion. a quality point ratio of at 
least 3.5 in all courses counting 
toward his major; no grades of 
“ F”  on his record unless there
The Russian club will sponsor 
an art lecture Monday, Feb. 24 
in the Student Center at 8 p.m.
Professor Alexey von Schlippe, 
of the University of Connecticut, 
Stamford branch, will dis- 
c  's  Russian religious art 
in comparison with west 
European medieval art. His talk 
will be illustrated with slides.
Seeks Members
are marked extenuating circum­
stances. In special instances part- 
time students who have earned 
100 semester hours credit may be 
considered for membership. The 
candidate must be of good moral j 
character arvd must maintain his 
status as a member with dignity 
and exemplary conduct.
All interested students should 
contact Dr. J.A. Rassias, Dana 
HaU.
Prof, von Schlippe was born in 
Moscow and studied art at the 
Academy of Arts in Berlin, and 
later in Rome. He teaches history 
of art, art appreciation and paint­
ing at UConn.
His paintings have been ex­
hibited at the Boston Art 
Festival, the New Haven Art 
Festival and also in several one- 
man shows.
The University’s first five re 
cipients of an M S. in mechanical 
engineeering were honored at a 
luncheon last week.
Henry F. Geer, Arthur Myers, 
Brian Chapman, Charles Kuintzle 
and Peter Lynwander are the first 
to receive the degree since the 
College of Engineering received 
approval to grant the M S. from 
the Engineer's Council for Pro­
fessional Development in 1962.
g Degrees
Three of the five students re­
ceived their B.S. from the Uni­
versity. Myers is a graduate of 
CCNY and Kuir.tzele graduated 
from the Drexel Institute of Tech­
nology.
College of Engineering Dean 
Willard P. Berggren called the 
awarding of the degrees “ a sig­
nificant step forward in the de­
velopment of graduate programs 
in engineering at the University.”
FOR ALL YOUR 
NEEDS COME TO\
Put Your Prescription
In Our Hands
CAREFUL CO M PO U N D IN G
REASONABLE PRICES PROMPT SERVICE
FO R  F R E E  P IC K -U P  
A N D  D E L IV E R Y  C A L L
335-4123
O P E N  D A IL Y  • A.M. to 10 P.M. 
S U N D A Y  0 A.M. to 11 P.M.
A N D  « P.M. to *  P.M.
ETHICAL PHARMACY
SIDN EY  GREENSPAN, REG. PH ARM AC IST
1260 Main Street Bridgeport
THE HOUSE OF ROBERT
Hair Fashions
Largest, Newest & Most Modern Beauty 
Salon in the Area
N O W  W IT H  TW O  LOCATIONS  
TO SERVE YOU BETTER
1044 Brook lawn Aye., Bpt,
Corner of Surburban 
PHONE 334-9473
D ISCOUNTS ON ALL SHAMPOOS, SETS, 
A N D  HAIRCUTS
Our Newest
A  D ISCO U NT ON COLORING & PERM ANENTS
HOUSE OF ROBERT
is located at
484 Huntington Turnpike
PHONE 374-3343
15 Stylists To Serve You
More Than Ample Parking 
Open Monday thru Saturday 'til 
5:3C p.m.-Friday until 9
Russian Club Meets Today
Open Every Nite Till 9
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Election Apathy Shows Naivete
The Women’s Residence Association elections have 
been postponed a week because of poor response 
in naming candidates for the various positions, 
especially president, for which only one woman out 
of over a thousand has announced her candidacy.
This lack of participation on the part of the wom­
en residents is nothing more than the same old 
indifferent, apathetic, impassive and phlegmatic 
attitude which appears to pervade almost every 
aspect of campus life at this University. It is 
commonly called ‘ ‘no student spirit.”
When we assumed this position, we made a per­
sonal promise not to comment editorially on this 
worn out subject if we could help It, because that 
Is exactly what it is, worn out.
Like many others, we have heard this subject 
spoken about countless times. We have seen numer­
ous student spirit committees attempt to find an
answer to the problem and have read it In this 
paper so many times. Almost everywhere one 
goes on this campus he can not help but run smack 
into it.
We are, to put it in the colloquial, fed up to the 
neck ith this subject. We are also fed up with the 
many students who complain about it so much and 
do absolutely nothing to try and solve it. The apathy 
shown by the women for the WRA elections is a 
prime example
The women residents had the opportunity to do 
something to better this University and to help
themselves What did they do? Absolutely nothing.
If the ladies think the WRA should be changed 
or eliminated, then they should come out and say 
so or run candidates to rectify whatever they do 
not like about the Association. But this non-caring 
attitude which they have shown helps no one and 
hurts an association for which many persons have 
given long, ham hours to develop into a strong 
governing body.
The WRA, like the Men’s Senate and the Student 
Council and other governing bodies, provides its 
participants with something which can not be gained 
or experienced within the compounds of a classroom.
If the women residents at this University think 
education takes place only in a classroom, with 
the creative powers of the mind imprisoned within 
four walls and a textbook; then we give them credit 
for being is naive as first day freshmen girls.
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GOLDW ATER
There is little reason to be surprised or 
mystified by the news that France and 
Red China will establish diplomatic rela­
tions. For a long time General De Gaulle 
has been saying that there would be a 
schism in the Communist world between 
Russia and China and that when that hap-
{jened it would be necessary to have dip- i matic relations with both Communist 
states
General De Gaulle, we must remember, 
does not share the American theory that 
diplomatic relations carry with them a 
kind of moral and political ratification. The 
French hold the traditional view, which 
used to be our own view as well, that 
diplomatic recognition is the recognition 
ef a fact, that the government recognized 
la <n fact the government. Most European, 
•rd indeed most other governments, take 
this factual and quite unemotional view of 
diplomatic recognition.
Nor is there any mystery as to why 
Paris and Peking are resuming relations 
now, rather than a year ago or a year 
hcrce. Quite recently, presumably as a 
result of . the visit to China of M. Edgar 
Faure the Peking government made the 
essential concession. Formerly, it would 
have insisted that France must break re­
lations with Formosa as the condition of 
resumnig relations with mainland China.
It marks a very significant turn in the 
relations between Red China and the non- 
Communist world. For it opens the door, 
or at least unlocks the door, to a general 
recognition of the realities in the Far East 
—that the government in Peking is in fact 
the government of “ China”  and that the 
government in Formosa is in fact the gov­
ernment of Formosa. Certainly, as Mon. 
Faure has said, while it can be argued 
that Formosa belongs to China, it cannot 
be argued that China belongs to Formosa.
The problem of the future is to work out 
a relationship between these two entities— 
be in independent separation, internation- 
ally-guarateed neutralization of Formosa 
or, eventually, uncoerced reunion.
We must now expect to see many prac­
tical results from the action taken by Gen­
eral De Gaulle. There is bound to com« 
the acceptance of Peking as the govern­
ment of China in the Security Council of 
the United Nations.
The question then will be whether Nation­
alist China will still be granted and will 
accept a seat in the General Assembly. 
Much will depend on whether Chiang Kai- 
f-hek accepts the situation which General 
De Gaulle has created or in a mood of 
anger opposes it and breaks relations with 
France. If he does that, nothing will give 
greater pleasure to Peking.
Looking beyond the exchange of ambas­
sadors, we can see now that more than a 
formality is intended. France is re-enter­
ing the Far East as a great power. If we 
are wise, we shall welcome her, knowing 
that our solitary eminence and our isolated 
role in the Far East, which are the un­
planned results of the second world war, 
cannot endure forever.
Our government is extremely upset by 
actions of two of our oldest allies because 
of their softening attitude toward com­
munism.
First, shouts of pained anguish echoed 
up and down the ranks of the administra­
tion when it was revealed that England 
would sell buses to Cuba.
The volume of the protests then rose 
several decibels when Charles de Gaulle 
made moves to establish diplomatic re­
lations with Red China.
It is unfortunately true, however, that 
our own elected and appointed officials en­
couraged these pro-Communist moves and, 
by their own example, made it easier for 
our allies to do likewise. In fact, one British 
cilizen quipped in response to our criticism 
of the bus deal that the English had not
found it necessary to call a press confer­
ence, as we had, in our decision to sell 
wheat to the Soviet Union.
In all these negotiations and dealings 
with the Communist world, there seems 
to be a strange lack of morality and a 
total ignorance of the fact that internation­
al communism is in a war to the death 
to destroy us economically, militarily and 
otherwise
The administration and its supporters al­
ready have let it be known—through a re­
cent speech by an assistant secretary of 
strRe—that we would be willing to discuss 
recogniiton and trade with Red China if 
she will just change her attitude toward 
us. Oddly, these same self-styled experts 
say we must take sides with Russia in 
the Sino-Soviet dipute because the Chinese 
Reds are our real enemies and Russia is 
not. That both Russia and China are 
pledged to destroy us and that Russia has 
a greater military capability for the task 
does not faze them.
The only conceivable explanation for this 
strange pattern is that we must consider 
Mao truthful and Khrushchev a liar and 
prefer the latter to the former. That may 
sound like double talk, but it is really just 
double thinking of the variety which fluor- 
ishes in our State Department.
Khrushchev, these foreign affairs experts 
figure, could not possibly lie to us about 
disarmament, nuclear testing or his desire 
fo. peace in Berlin and Viet Nam, but he 
lies when he says he wants to bury us. 
Mao, on the other hand, really means it 
when he says he’ll bury us, even though he 
doesn’t have anything to do it with.
It would take some considerably more 
talented in such things than the late Sig­
mund Freud to probe the workings of the 
minds which produce such strange foreign 
policies, but there are the facts, just in 
case you would like to analyze them your­
self.
Some day, before it is too late, if we 
are lucky, someone in authority will under­
stand that Khrushchev and Mao, as well at 
Castro and other lesser light sin the world 
conspiracy, are all out to destroy us and 
that whenever we help any of them, with 
food or anything else, we are only assisting 
them in their task.
How do you stand, sir?
•We're going to stort trolnlng for the 
1968 Winter Olympics right now. F irst 
of oil* how to behove overseas...!"
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on other campuses
U N IVERSITY  OF M IC H IG A N
A  psychiatrist told a "M ichigan Journalist," 
reporter that "suicides caused by acute depres­
sion are more frequent on college campuses 
than anywhere else in the country."
The psychiatrist added that the depression re­
sults because the student can no longer tolerate 
the difference between how he sees himself and 
how he would like to be.
BUCKNELL UN IVERSITY
The problem of inadequate library hours 
prompted some 150 students to crowd into the 
campus library at closing hour. The demon­
stration initio ed a number of actions on the 
part of the library staff and the administration.
A  campus official told the student body that 
the library situation would be reviewed.
U N IVERSITY  OF DELAW ARE
A  co-ed has vowed to solve the mystery of 
the "shredding" clothes.
For the last th-ee weeks clothes and home 
furnishings have been disintegrating.
The senior co-ed, majoring in home economics, 
said she plans to conduct controlled tests to 
discover a solution to one victim's problem, by 
comparing the "environment" in her home with 
that of the university.
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---------------------------- The Dropout P roblem :-------------------------------
Illness, Dissatisfaction, Finances Head 
The List of Reasons for Leaving College
Note: The names of students used 
below are pseudonomous. The 
statements were, however, taken 
from interviews with students en­
rolled in the University last sem­
ester.
By ED GEITHNER
Jack Winsted does not know 
what he wants to do. This short­
coming is one of the reasons he 
will be one of the 45 per cent of 
college freshmen who drop out of 
school.
This was Jack’s second try at 
college education. He was enroll­
ed n the University once before, 
dropped out, and was readmitted 
under the University’s “ new start’ ’ 
program. Here, in his words, are 
the reasons he dropped out:
“ Education for its own sake isn't 
motive enough for m j, it isn’t 
urgent enough. I had no interest 
in courses, as a matter of fact, 
I had no basic interest in any­
thing. I can’t say it is a fault 
of the school. I just have no idea 
of what I want to do.”
Jack says he would prefer study* 
ing in a seminar rather than 
formal classes and lectures. 
“ Wh n I was working I took a 
course in mathematics and did 
well. There was no compulsion to 
study, I did it on my own.”
Jack was able to get a job that 
he found interesting after leaving 
the University. “ I had just enough 
college so it would do some good.
I could apply for a job and say 
I had a semester’s work at UB. 
It was definitely a help.
“ I don’t think this was a mat­
ter of immaturity. I just don’t 
like having to wallow through 
courses I think are nonsense.”
The problem of students drop­
ping out of college has been rec­
ognized as national in scope, and 
is the topic of research by educa- 
torss, psychologists and social 
workers throughout the United 
States.
The reasons a student gives for 
dropping out varies little with 
geographical area.
Figures at North Texas State 
University show the drop-out rate 
is lower for women than for men; 
the reasons being, “ illness, finan­
cial difficulties and personal rea­
sons,”  in that order.
Becker Junior College, in Mas­
sachusetts, plans on a 20 percent 
drop out rate, the the principal 
cause there is marriage, followed 
by lack of motivation and poor 
grades.
Figures compiled at the Univer­
sity’s Division of Student Person­
nel tell much the same story. 
Illness tops the list of reasons the
student gives w’hen they leave 
school. Financial difficulties, lack 
of motivation and dissatisfaction 
with studies also rate high as rea­
sons for leaving school.
But the reasons students put on 
forms and the actual reason they 
leave school sometime vary wide­
ly. Listen to Jerry Reilly, now a 
University student, who dropped 
out of a large Western university.
“ I told them I was dropping 
out of school because of personal 
problems. I dropped out because 
I was going to flunk out anyway. *
"I joined a national fraternity 
in my second semester. During 
the first semester they have what 
they call a 'study table’ where 
they make the pledges study to­
gether. The frat got reports on 
your marks and class conduct 
from the instructors, and more or 
less forced you to get good 
grades. When I went active the 
second semester, this wasn’t done. 
The fraternity didn’t have to take 
up as much of my time as it 
did, I just wanted it to take up 
a lot of my time.
“ I guess the problem was that 
I didn't have any sense of values;
I still don’t. If I wanted to do 
something, I went ahead and did 
it. When I had someone forcing 
me to study, I did.”
A dropout faces problems in his
home when he informs his par­
ents he is no longer in college.
“ When 1 told my parents I was 
dropping out of school,”  Reilly 
said, “ they told me to wait a 
couple of days ard think it over. 
They tried to discourage me, but 
not to stop me. So when I came 
home they were very matter of 
fact about it.”
Jackie Kohler was a secretarial 
student. When she told her par­
ents she was dropping out of 
school, “ they were very disap­
pointed. They wanted to know 
why. What could I tell them, that 
I didn’t really care if I went to 
college or not?”
“ After they realized their daugh­
ter wasn’t infallible, they more 
or less accepted it.”
The problem may often be that 
a student, such as Jackie, did 
not really want to go to college 
in the first place. Jerry Reilly 
says, “ When I was in high school, 
I didn’t know what I wanted to 
do, and I didn’t for the first two 
years of college. All the smart 
kids in high school went to col­
lege and the dumb kids went into 
the service. I went to college and 
it turned out to be a waste of 
two years and $2,500.”
Another drop out, Arnold Soren­
son, says, “ I found it very diffi­
cult to tell my parents I flunked 
out of school. They had a lot of 
high hopes for me. Maybe their 
idea of my potential wa: unreal­
istic. I didn't know if I wanted to 
go to college or not; and I was 
more or less goaded into going 
by my parents’ pressure.
Advice is easy to come by 
when you are talking to someone 
who has left college, whatever the 
reason. Jack Winsted advises, 
“ take courses like philosophy, ex­
perimental psychology and courses 
that are on interest to most peo­
ple. You’ll do poorly in courses 
you don’t like.”
Jerry Reilly can offer advice 
to students who face the problem 
of not knowing what they want 
to do, in school and after.
“ You have to decide what you 
want. You just have to sit down 
and think what it is. In my case 
it was just realizing what I was 
good at.”
“ I should make out better at 
UB because I am persuing a logi­
cal course toward a known goal. 
All it takes is persistance, and 
I don’t have to spend any great 
amount of time trying to find 
myself.”
Next week: How the University 
helps troubled students stay in 
school.
£ a m inió
"T H E  ROSE D ID  CAPER O N  HER CH EEK"
Michele Manzella, an eye-catching freshman, is enrolled in 
Arnold College. Photo by Berman
Guest Editorial
Transistor Radios: A Threat 
To American
The transistor radio represents 
the final solution to man’s inabil­
ity to be with himself. Our society 
has managed to insulate man 
from the contemplation of his own 
dreary existence at home through 
television sets, tranquilizers, ster­
eophonic phonographs, and other 
sophorifics. His neuroses are coat­
ed with Muzak at his office. It 
remained for the transistor radio, 
however, to conquer the last gap 
separating man from total self­
isolation.
My first contact with the New 
Breed, completely secure from 
the agony of self-awareness, came 
in high school. I was persuing 
some book or another in our li­
brary, when a steady tapping di­
verted me. Across the table a 
youth was staring into space, 
slapping the table and shaking his 
head. A hearing aid was plugged 
into his ear.
"Obviously a mental defective,”  
I observed.
"Yeah, yeah,”  he confirmed, 
•till tapping. "Crazy.”
“That’s the first step,”  I said
encouragingly, “ recognition of 
your problem.”
“ What the hell ya tawkin 
about?”  he asked (the high school 
was in New York City). He re­
moved the ear plug, and I heard 
the earthy sounds of Fats Dom­
ino.
“ How can you possibly listen to 
that stuff in the library?”  I 
asked. “ You’re supposed to be 
learning something.”
“ Sure I’m team in',”  he said 
angrily and slipped the plug back 
in. “ The noos is cornin’ on!”
The ultimate idiocy is portable 
tranquilization is the sports event. 
A goodly number of people have 
become so accustomed to being 
told what is going on in this world 
that their own facilities have 
atrophied. At football games, de­
spite prohibitions on radios, 
scores of college-level adults are 
seen eagerly listening to someone 
tell them what’s going on in front 
of them.
Transistors have another ad­
vantage of course: they make it 
easier to annoy those who possess
the requisite intelligence to think 
by themselves, or to converso 
with their friends.
The Student Union terrace, 
surely one of the most delightful 
relaxation spots in the Midwest, 
is defiled daily by oafs who in­
sist on showering others with 
their own mental pablum.
(Transistors, by the way, are 
scientifically built to receive only 
rock and roll music—anytime a 
classical composition is about to 
be broadcast the radio explodes.)
Someday a new Hitter or Stalin 
or McCarthy will gain control of 
a powerful radio station and be­
gin broadcasting hypnotic pro­
grams to the transistorites. With­
in two weeks these dolts will be 
so brainwashed that the Republic 
will be doomed.
On the other hand, we may be 
doomed already. If we can't 
spend at least a few minutes a 
day with our own thoughts, the 
collective intelligence of the 
American people is at a 
dangerous level.
— Hie Daily Cardinal
In The Classroom  :
BUSINESS ‘EXECUTIVES’ LOSE FORTUNES
A business executive angrily 
paces the floor, puffing on his 
cigar and muttering, “ Why, oh, 
why did I lower the price of my 
‘Smoothie’ fountain pens? My 
business has lost a fortune!”
If this business executive had 
taken the cost accounting course 
at State College of Iowa, perhaps 
he would have become more of 
an expert in making business de­
cisions and predicting their re­
sults.
Under the direction of Dr. 
James T. Blanford, professor of 
business education, this cost ac­
counting class, consisting of about 
40 boys and two girls, learns in 
a most unique way. It plays a 
management game!
Rules for participating in this 
game are simple. The class is
divided into five teams, each 
given a business to operate and 
each competing against the other 
to see whose business can most 
succeed. At the beginning, all the 
businesses have equal in­
vestments.
And then the fun begins! For 
approximately two weeks during 
every class period the business­
men of each company (ie, stu­
dents of each team) get together 
for about 15 minutes to debate 
on how to operate their business.
After each class period, the 
team is gives a form listing de­
cision alternatives; and they cir­
cle the ones they wish.
These decisions are then 
punched on cards which are fed 
into a computer along with the 
instructions to write out a fi­
nancial statement for each bus­
iness, showing what the results 
of the team’s decisions would be 
In a period of three months.
THE NEXT day, the results 
are given back to each team; and 
it may see, for example, whether 
or not more advertising raised its 
profits, or if raising the price of 
its product affected their sates.
After analyzing these result* 
and asking, “ Why could this have 
happened?”  and “ How could we 
avoid this?” , the team begins 
making fresh decisions.
Of course, all decisions are 
made with a definite goal in 
mind, a goal which each team 
picks at the beginning of the 
game. It may be to get a high 
profit, to produce a high-quality 
product or even to get more
sates.
AT THE end of the game, the 
successful team is the one which 
has best achieved its goal.
Dr. Blanford explains that this 
game teaches students the every­
day problems a business is faced 
with and how decisions will af­
fect it.
For two years, this game has 
been played in Dr. Blanford’« 
class. It was first developed by 
Pillsbury Company in order to 
train its executives. Then the 
IBM Corporation adapted it to 
their computers.
When SCI rented the IBM com­
puter, it acquired the instructions 
and forms for the game.
IS THE computer used only 
for the game? According to Dr. 
Blanford, the computer is used
equally for educational and ad­
ministrative work at the college.
However, the computer may 
be used for a more amusing pur­
pose, says Dr. Blanford with a 
twinkle in his eye.
It can be used to match up 
students with similar character­
istics. This can be done by writ­
ing on punch cards data on each 
student in regards to his physical 
characteristics, sex, interests and 
abilities, then feeding these cards 
to the computer, along with the 
written instructions : match up 
those students with similar char­
acteristics and print the names 
of the couples.
Naturally, though, the SCI com­
puter is used (n* iteilectual and 
important puipcses.
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Dorm Petition Withdrawn . . .
(Continued from Page 1) 
ty from the tax rolls" as a ease 
In point.
“'The University ha; removed 
Some property from the tax rolls 
as it has developed and expand­
ed," he said, "but it should be 
rvoted that the University brings
at least $10 million into the eco­
nomic life of the community each 
year.”
He said any reference to over­
crowding of students in the 
dormitory is irrelevant because 
the same number of additional 
students can be accomodated in
a four-story building which every­
one concedes can be built on the 
plot in question.
Diem said references to the 
University turning Seaside Park 
into a “ Coney Island" are “ most 
unfortunate.”
He said the charge was com­
pletely irrelevant to the height of 
the dorm and “ can only have the 
purpose of inflaming opposition."
“ The fact is." said Diem, “ that 
the University's development pro­
gram in this area has the tenden­
cy of beautifying a section of the 
city which would otherwise have 
deteriorated.
“ Reference to limitations on the 
availability of Seaside Park are 
equally without merit. If there is 
a problem in this regard. Univer­
sity officials will always coop­
erate, and have cooperated in
the past, to preserve the integrity 
of Seaside Park.”
Diem said although the appli­
cation presipitating the opposition 
relates to only one building, it is 
really “ the entire development of 
the University and the growth of 
the city of Bridgeport as a ‘uni­
versity town’ which is involved.
“ It is not in the interest of the 
University, of the neighbors or 
of the city of Bridgeport that 
there be a running controversy 
between ‘ town and gown’ which 
has blighted relations in other 
communities, often for the same 
reasons.
Diem said “ it is a mockery not 
to recognize that two groups hav­
ing the same objective should be 
constantly locked in a struggle as 
to the means by which the mu­
tually desired end should
Phi D&lts RHo
presents its first open T E A
•  FEBRUARY 23 
•  6 TO 8 P.M.
•  PRIVATE D IN IN G  ROOM IN  A LU M N I HALL
Sorry—No first semester freshman may come
Our world-recognized trademark— “the P&WA eagle" 
— has been identified with progress in flight propul­
sion for almost four decades, spanning the evolution 
of power from yesterday’s reciprocating engines to 
today's rockets. Tomorrow will find that same Pratt & 
Whitney Aircraft eagle carrying men and equipment 
to the moon and to even more distant reaches of 
outer space.
Engineering achievement of this magnitude is directly 
traceable to our conviction that basic and applied 
research is essential to healthy progress. Today’s 
engineers at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft accept no limit­
ing criteria. They are moving ahead in many direc­
tions to advance our programs in energy conversion 
for every environment
Our progress on current programs is exciting, for it 
anticipates the challenges of tomorrow. We are work­
ing, for example, in such areas as advanced gas 
turbines... rocket engines... fuel cells... nuclear 
power— all opening up new avenues of exploration in 
every field of aerospace, marine and industrial power 
oplication.
The breadth of Pratt & Whitney Aircraft programs 
requires virtually every technical talent. . .  requires 
ambitious young engineers and scientists who can 
contribute to our advances of the state of the art. 
Your degree? It can be a B.S., M.S. or Ph.D. in:
MECHANICAL • AERONAUTICAL • ELECTRICAL • CHEM­
ICAL and NUCLEAR ENGINEERING • PHYSICS • CHEM­
ISTRY • METALLURGY • CERAMICS • MATHEMATICS 
• ENGINEERING SCIENCE or APPLIED MECHANICS.
Career boundaries with us can be further extended 
through a corporation-financed Graduate Education 
Program. For further information regarding oppor­
tunities at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, consult your 
college placement officer— or— write to Mr. William L. 
Stoner, Engineering Department, Pratt & Whitney 
Aircraft, East Hartford 8, Connecticut.
SPECIALISTS IN POWER. . .  POWER FOR PROPULSION-POWER 
FOR AUXILIARY SYSTEMS. CURRENT UTILIZATIONS INCLUDE 
AIRCRAFT, MISSILES, SPACE VEHICLES, MARINE AND IN­
DUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS.
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS EAST HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT 
FLORIDA OPERATIONS WEST PALM BEACH, FLORIDA
D IV IS IO N  O P  UNITED AIRCRAFT C O R R
A
An Equal Opportunity Employer
be achieved.”
Because of the large stake the 
city has in this problem, and be­
cause there is a major zoning 
problem involved, Vice Pres. Di­
em said it was felt that the issue 
should be considered in its broad, 
long-range context.
“ The University is sincerely in­
terested in the welfare of the 
neighbors," Diem stated “ and is 
willing to amicably discuss any 
problems that exist or may 
arise.”
“ The community has to decide 
for itself," he stated. “ Does it 
want a university? How much 
value does it place on a univer­
sity as a cultural as well as eco­
nomic asset to the community? 
What is it willing to do to assist 
a university in its growth and 
development?”
JOBS
IN
EUROPE
Every registered student 
can get a job in Europe and 
r e c e i v e  a travel grant. 
Among thousands of jobs 
available are resort, sales, 
lifeguard and office work. 
No experience is necessary 
and wages range to $400 
monthly. For a complete 
prospectus, travel grant and 
job application returned air­
mail, send $1 to Dept. F, 
American Student Informa­
tion Service, 22 Ave. de la 
Liberte, Luxembourg City, 
Grand Duchy of Luxem­
bourg.
SOUTHERN
FRIED SH R IM P  A - .  
FRIED C H IC K E N U r ) 1* 
FRIED CLA M S *  
Delicious Sandwiches 
Fish ft Chips Friday Only 60c 
978 State St. — 366-0900
Chicken Roost
Minimum $5 Purchase 
WE DELIVER TO V B
CARROLL
CUT RATE
C O SM E T IC S  P E R F U M E
M A K E -U P  F IL M S
H O M E  R E M E D IE S  T O B A C C O S
select from brand 
names such as 
Max Factor 
Dana 
DuBarry 
SHulton 
Sail
Bonne Bell 
English Leather 
Tussy 
Yardley 
Fabrege 
Coty 
Ciro
Balenciaga 
Prince Matchabelli 
Corday & 
many others
1068 Main SL —  Bpt., Conn.
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Harold M. Wilson, leader of (he 
British Labour Party, will present 
a convocation and receive an 
honorary degree at a special pro­
gram to be held Tuesday, March 
3, at 2 p.m., in the Social Room, 
Student Center.
The Russian Club will sponsor 
an art lecture Monday at 8 p.m. 
in the Studest Center.
Alexey von Schlippe, professor 
of art and painting at the Stam­
ford branch of the University of 
Connecticut, will speak on Rus­
sian religious art in comparison 
to the West European medieval 
art.
There is no admission charge, 
and convocation credit will be 
given.
The first make-up examination 
for the spring semester will be 
bed Saturday at 9:30 a m., in 
Fones 100. Make-up requests 
•hould have been Initiated with 
the Office of Student Personnel 
before noon, yesterday.
Students who are allowed to 
make-up examinations must take
Countess Maria Pulaski, an un­
dercover agent for the Al­
lied Forces during World War 
II, will speak at the Student Cen­
ter Saturday, Feb. 22 at 8 p.m. 
on her life as a spy.
Hie silver-haired, one-time 
agent for the British Intelligence 
is in the United States en route 
to the West Coast where a mo­
tion picture will be made on her 
war time espionage experiences.
Countess Pulaski, whose family 
claims to have given two kings 
to the throne of Poland, was in 
her native land at the time of 
the Nazi invasion. She narrowly 
escaped to England and there be­
came an agent for the Allied 
Forces, serving throughout the 
war.
At the time of the Nazi’s in­
tended march into Berlin, where 
the countess had been staying 
and although she was warned
BY POPULAR D EM A N D  
We have been forced and we are 
forced to hold over for nine weeks 
the best picture in town, CHAR­
ADE. Cary Grant and Audrey 
Hepburn run the gauntlet from 
romance to murder in this de­
lightful comedy mystery, filmed 
In color in romantic Paris. Why 
not come to see us tonight, or 
tomorrow or the next night; just 
come. Charade is only the begin­
ning of many hits to come such 
as Captain Newman M.D. star­
ring Gregory Peck and Tony 
Curtis.
See You At The
CO U NTY C IN E M A
120 KING’S HIGHWAY 
Fairfield 
334-1411
B e Su re !
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Y o u r  c lothes 
look new  
w hen w e 
a re  through.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
R e m e m b e r —  
c lean  clothes 
la st  longer.
•
•
•
•
• NATIONAL
•
•
•
C le a n e rs  &  T a ilo r s
TW O C O N V E N IE N T  B R A N C H E S
•40 State St. 
ED iSon 3-1391
3135 M a in  St. 
EXp ra tS  4-02SS
them at the first available make­
up period or the make-up privi­
lege may be denied.
The make-up dates for 
the spring semester are: March 
14; April 11; April 25; May 9; 
May 16; and May 26. All make­
up examinations will be held in 
Fones 100 and will start promptly 
at 9:30 a.m.
The next meeting of the Liter­
ary Society will be held on Fri­
day, Feb. 28 at 1 p.m. in room 
28, in Alumni Hail Annex.
Conrad Pomerleau will read 
from the works of William Shake­
speare, Edgar Alles Poe and 
George Bernard Shaw.
The meeting will last until 3 
p.m. Students who can not stay 
for the entire program are still 
Invited to attend for a part of it.
Hillel will hold a Purim Party 
on Monday, Feb. 24, at 7:30 in 
the private dining room of the 
Student Center. Members and 
their guests are invited to attend.
that her identity was known to 
the Germans she refused to leave, 
and again narrowly missed cap­
ture. Literally moments before 
she would have been taken, the 
Allies moved into the city.
During her talk at the Univer­
sity, Countess Pulaski will re­
count her harrowing experiences 
and reveal an insight to the es­
pionage operation that existed in 
the European theatre during the 
World War.
ciology Colloquim and Delta Tau 
Kappa, International Social Sci­
ence Honor Society, will 
hold elections of officers for the 
Sociology Colloquium and Delta 
Tau Kappa on Monday, Feb. 24, 
at 4:30 p.m. in room 4 of Alumni 
Hall Annex. All members of both 
organizations are urged to at­
tend.
The Student Christian Associa­
tion holds Chapel Service every 
Sunday morning at 11:00 a.m. in 
the Music Hall. On Sunday, Feb. 
23, the Chapel Service will be a 
Communion Service.
The Newman Club holds ser­
vices every Sunday morning at 
9 a.m. and 11 a.m. Both masses 
are held at the Newman building 
In Seaside Park.
There will be a 5 p.m. Mass 
every night during Lent at the 
Newman Center, corner of Park 
and Waldemere Avenues.
The Graduate Record Examin­
ations, required of Arts and Sci­
ence seniors, are being offered 
by the University on April 1 and 
2, from 8 a.m. to 1:50 p.m. in 
Dana 102. Formal application for 
the te«*s must be made through 
the cashier’r office on Feb. 27 
and 28. The receipted application 
form shall be deposited in the 
Dean’s office by 5:00 p.m. Feb. 
28. in order for the University to 
complete its arrangements with 
the Graduate Record Examina­
tion officials.
B eta
S K A T E . . .
With Your Dote!
at the enclosed
GREENS FARMS  
ICE R IN K
THREE
HOURS SKAT ING!
$1 per person
Wed., Fri. & Sat. nights
Special rates for groups!
Private rental to UB 
clubs!
POST RD., WESTPORT 
Exit 19— Conn. Turnpike
Phone: 259-5233
G a m m a
extends an invitation to 
all of you to our first 
formal TEA
•  SUNDAY, FEB. 23
•  2-4 P.M.
PRIVATE DINING ROOM 
ALUMNI HALL
much to our regret no first 
semester freshman may 
come.
Estoblished 1865
G. W. Fairchild & Sons, Inc.
Jewelers and Silversmiths
M A IN  at ARCADE  
Bridgeport, Conn.
THE WORLD’S 
YOU TO ITS
FAMOUS YMCA INVITES 
HOUDAY PROGRAMS
Every facility for your com­
fort in one building— laundry, 
cafeteria and coffee shop, 
barber, checking service, TV 
room, newsstand and tailor. 
Reasonable rates-.
Single-$2.75-$2.90 
$4.40 • $4.70 double.
WILLIAM SLOANE 
HOUSE Y.M.C.A.
356 West 34th St (nr Ninth Ave.)
New Yorh, N.Y. Phone: Oxford 5-5133 
(One Block From Penn Station)
S ¡
The executive boards of the So-
Ex-Spy Here Saturday
Psi Chi Lecture Series 
To Feature Davidson Fri.
Dr. Helen H. Davidson profes­
sor of psychology at City College 
of New York, will speak here to­
morrow at 2 p.m. in the Student 
Center at the second 1963-64 col­
loquium sponsored by the campus 
chapter of Psi Chi, national horv- 
or society in psychology, and the 
psychology department. The lec­
tures are concerned with psycho­
logical research on children.
Dr. Davidson will speak 
on “ The Use of Projective Tech­
niques in Studying Achievement
Related Variables.”  All student* 
and faculty are invited to attend. 
A question - and answer period 
will follow Dr. Davidson’s lec­
ture.
Since receiving her Ph.D. from 
Columbia University’s Teacher* 
College, Dr. Davidson has been 
very active in research in child 
psychology. She is the author, 
and co-author with Dr. Bruno 
Klopfer, of several authoritative 
texts and articles.
OtaCmns withMta Abakan
( Author o f ''Rally Round the Flag, Boy»!”  
and ''Barefoot Boy TFtiA Cheek” .)
ECONOMICS CAN BE CHUCKLES
Many of you have been avoiding economics because it is so 
widely known as “ the dismal science.”  Oh, good friends, stop 
cheating yourselves of many a laugh and cheer, because eco­
nomics is a positive riot! True, it is called the dismal science, 
but that is only because it wTas invented in 1681 by Walter C.
Dismal.
It is easy to understand why Mr. Dismal’s discovery of 
economics is today almost forgotten, for the fact is that he 
himself only stayed with the subject for two or three days. 
After that he took up embonpoint, which means fatness. It is 
eaid that at his apogee, Mr. Dismal reached 1200 pounds. This 
later became known as Guy Fawkes Day.
It was not until 1770 when Adam Smith published his Wraith 
of Nations (or Ozymandias, as it is usually known as) that the 
world came to realize what a rosy, twinkly, fun subject eco­
nomics is. As Mr. Smith showed in his jocular little treatise, 
there is nothing complicated about economics.
When there is a great demand for a product, a great supply 
is placed on the market. When there is a small demand, there 
is a small supply. Take, for example, castanets. You walk into 
any average American town today and I ’ll wager you won’t see 
more than eighty or ninety castanet shops. That is because the 
demand is small.
For Marlboro Cigarettes, on the other hand, the demand is 
great. Thus, you will find Marlboros—with all their yummy 
rich tobacco flavor and pure white Selectrate filter and pliable 
soft pack and unpliable Flip-Top box—at any counter where 
cigarettes are sold in every one of our fifty great States and 
Duluth.
To Adam Smith, I say, belongs the distinction of popularizing 
economics. Mr. Smith was followed by David Ricardo. In fact, 
everywhere he went he was followed by David Ricardo. Mr. 
Smith finally got so annoyed that he summoned a bobby, as 
British policemen are called, and had Mr. Ricardo arrested. 
This later became known as the Louisiana Purchase.
Upon his release from gaol, as a British jail is called, Mr. 
Ricardo reported to his parole officer, Thomas Robert Malthus. 
They soon became fast friends, and one night over a game of 
whist they invented the stock exchange, or chutney, as it is 
called in England.
Well sir, with the British having, you might say, a comer on 
economics, the French decided that they wanted some eco­
nomics too. Being, however, a proud nation, they refused 
simply to borrow British economics, but insisted on inventing 
their own. At first they tried using the truffle hound as a medium 
of exchange. When this proved less than satisfactory, they 
switched to pomade. Discouraged by this second disappoint­
ment, they finally shrugged and said, “ Oh, who cares about 
economics anyhow?”  and returned to the guillotine and Maurice 
Chevalier.
America, I am pleased to report, had much better success with 
economics. Our early merchants quickly broke down economics 
into its two major categories—coins and folding money—and 
today, as a result of their wisdom, we can all enjoy the automatic 
toll station.
Well sir, I could go on and on about this fascinating subject, 
but I know you’re all in a tearing hurry to rush out and sign 
up for Econ I. So I will leave you now with two kindly words 
of farewell: Gresham’s Law. c m * m u shuimaa
*  *  •
We, the makers o f Marlboro Cigarettes, are tobacconists, 
not economists. But this much we know about supply and 
demand: you demand full flavor in a Alter cigarette; it* 
supply it—Marlboro I
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Coulson Star As Cagers SurgeBruce,
The University basketball squad 
met Long island U. last night in 
the hope of boosting their sea­
son's record to a 9-9 mark and 
extending their current win 
streak to five straight games
Last week the UB cagers 
earned the title of “ spoilers 
when they defeated Fair- 
leigh-Dieve"son and Brooklyn Col­
lege in Tri-State League tussles.
The Dickenson victory was a 
particularly ripe plum for basket- 
mentor, Gus Seaman. Earlier in 
the season the New Jersey five 
trounced UB’s arch rival, Fair- 
field University, by an impres­
sive 82-61 count. This gave the
game an “ it can be done”  air.
Hero of the game was forward 
Dick Bruce. Bruce sank two foul 
shots in the closing seconds of 
the final period, putting UB 
ahead by the two point margin 
that was to be the final tally.
With more than a minute to 
go, Bruce pulled down a rebound 
and enabled UB to maintain con­
trol of the ball for the balance 
of the game.
Dick Huydic was back in form 
for the Knights, popping in 16 
points for the evening, while 
Rene Muchado flipped in 8.
Observers at the game contri­
buted the win to the scouting re-
ports Seaman compiled on the 
Dickenson five.
The Knights used a zone de­
fense almost to perfection in hold­
ing Dickenson’s offensive game 
in check.
The defeat left Fairleigh-Dick- 
enson “ out in the cold” as far 
as any chance for a Tri-State 
championship is concerned.
Last Friday the UB quintet 
took on the Kingsmen of Brook­
lyn on the latter’s home boards.
This time it was Ted Coulson 
who did the last minute winning. 
Coulson swished two jump shots 
through the Brooklyn nets in the 
last two minutes putting UB
ahead 77-76. That was the score 
when the gun sounded.
His first field goal tied the 
game at 74-74. The veteran for­
ward then quickly added his next 
goal making the score 76-74.
Howie Bernstein upped the 
Knight’s count to 77 with the 
first of two free throws. A jump 
shot by Brooklyn's Jack Kushnick 
caused some momentary concern, 
bringing the Kingsmen to within 
one point of tying the game, but 
the UB defense staved off any 
further threat to the perilous one 
point bulge.
The Knights led nearly all the 
way in the contest and held a
43-39 halftime lead. Dick Bruce 
and Rick Colonnese did most of 
the scoring in the first half with 
Colonnese also turning in a stel­
lar rebounding job.
The UB Freshman team cap­
tured its tenth win of the season 
against only five defeats, beating 
the Brooklyn yearlings, 83-75. Bob 
Weissler socred 27 points and 
Jerry Amster garnered 22 to lead 
the Knights’ attack.
Adelphi is the current leader 
in the Tri-State League with 
Fairfield a close second. The 
Purple Knights are 4-3 in the 
League.
A  HERO'S RIDE
Dick Bruce if carried to locker room after FDU win.
Charlie’s Play
By Charlie Walsh
The life ot a social reformer if 
no easy lot. Two weeks ago, I 
ventured for the first time, onto 
the perilous path of editorial 
criticism. The most unfortunate 
thing about this was the timing. 
Since that column appeared, the 
basketball team has lost only one 
game, and that to a very tough 
Rider team. Breathtaking wins 
over Fairleigh Dickenson and 
Brooklyn College have shown the 
U.B. courtmen in a far more valid 
light than my writings ever could.
Then in last week's epic, I com­
mented on some unkind doings 
that occured during the Yeshiva 
game. The parties concerned 
thought it unfair of me to point 
out this activity since they were 
the only Purple Knight fans at 
the game. 1 can’t see where this 
has any bearing on the thing what­
soever. If they had denied the 
charge, that w’ould have been an­
other matter.
In other problem areas due to 
an over-sight one of the signal 
sports achievements of the last 
week’s was totally omitted from 
mention.
Donna Miner, a member of the 
victorious Student Center bowling
There is no place 
Just like our place 
Anywhere near our 
place
So Ours Must Be 
“THE PLACE"
SOUTH END 
UNIVERSITY 
CLEANERS
354 M A IN  STREET
Opp. The Apartment Project
333-1778
Try Us Once 
Use Us Always
Sports Editor
team that took a first place in 
the recent Association of College 
Unions in Boston, was selected 
to represent UB at the National 
Tournament in Minneapolis.
The achievement is especially 
noteworthy because this will mark 
the first time that the Student 
Center has sent a team to the 
ACU competition.
Also given short shrift was the 
newly f o r m e d  UB wrestling 
team. They easily defeated a 
strong Trinity team by a 14-10 
score in a match before the Rider 
game. Wins by co-captains John 
Vino and Tom Glatke helped the 
UB cause.
Otherwise, everything is all 
right except that I couldn’t think 
of anything to criticize this week 
and the editor is on my tail.
Let’s see - book store, regis­
tration, parking, student spirit, I 
just don’t know’. Maybe I’ll just 
let the world go to pot this week.
Professional TYPIST
• term papers
• manuscripts
• dissertations.
\|| work corrected for gram­
matical and spelling errors. 
An electric typewriter used for 
all work.
SYLVIA KENT 
Call: 551 Post Road
TO 9-0316 Cos Cob, Conn.
CROWN BUDGET 
MARKET
375 PARK AVE. cor. GREGORY ST. 
and
2196 M A D ISO N  AVE.
For all your grocery needs come 
see us first. Two blocks off the 
campus you can find all of mom’s 
canned home cooking.
Nick Adams
Mgr.
intramural
spotlight
Alumni Lose 
To Stags
It’s the same old story, old or 
young.
The UB alumni were beaten by 
the Fairfield University in 
a basketball game held at the 
Jewish Community Center last 
week.
Gus Seaman, slated to be “ the 
man to w’atch”  on the UB squad, 
was held to a meager five points 
by the alert Fairfield defense.
The Purple Knights were paced 
by Bob Laemel (22>, Jack Liggins 
(16), Joe Colello (16), Ed Wysoc- 
ki ( ID  and Don Feeley (10>.
T h e  first annual Univer­
sity bowling tournament will be 
held Saturday, Feb. 29 and Sun­
day, March 1 at the Student Cen­
ter bowling lanes.
Individual championships wrill 
be held for men and women on 
Saturday. The co-ed tournament 
team contest will take place on 
Sunday. Trophies will be given to 
all winners during the two day 
tournament. All University stu­
dents, faculty and staff members 
are eligible to participate. All in­
terested persons must sign up in 
the Office of Student Activities 
before Thursday, Feb. 27.
Phil Leibrock, chairman of the 
intramural program, announced 
that the basketball foul shooting 
contest and badminton tourn­
ament will begin on Wednesday, 
Feb. 26, at 1 p.m. in the gym­
nasium. Further information con­
cerning the two tournaments can 
be obtained from Leibrock in 
rooi 3 in the gym.
AGP and OSR fraternities and 
the Beech Boys opened the bowl­
ing intramural contests last 
Thursday with opening night vic­
tories. Steve Pjura of OSR was 
high man with both high game 
score and high triple score.
w m  &
CHINESE
FOOD
at its finest
W E DELIVER
Call:
333-4660
1445 Boston Ave. 
Bridgeport, Conn. 
Closed Mondays
FIRST FAIRFIELD CO U NTY SH O W ING! *  
net PARKING HEAR OF THEATRE
Matinees Daily at 2:00 P.M.—Eves. Continuous from 6:30 P.M. 
Sat. ft Sun. Continuous from 2:00 P.M.
BEST PICTURE OF THE YEAR!*
"BEST ACTOR” Albert Finney
"B EST DIRECTOR * Tony Richardson
— New York Film Critics A w ard
Join
Jones
“A ROARING ENTERTAINMENT!
— Bosfay Cfowffctr, N.T. Tim—
%% “ABSOLUTELY MAGNIFICENT!”
9»
—  Time Mag a t in t
“THE BIST COMEDY EVER MADE 
„.AN ABSOLUTE TRIUMPH!'
-Nowtwook
“BRILLIANTLY INTiRTAINHK. IT 
LEAVES AN AUDIENCE STUNNED
U fiT U  in w »  yrMwm r.p.r,
I V 1 1 n  A I  I. f —  N.r. World T , log rom S S o
M  “★ ★ ★ ★ (H IG H E ST  RATINGS
C & / J  — JCoto Cwiwron, N.Y. Daily Now*
ALBERT FINNEY/SUSANNAH Y0RK/HU6H GRIFFITh/eDITH EVANS/jOAN GREENWOOO/nTMi JO K T  
WANE ClLENlO/stowt dew / oavio iomunson/john oseoRNf m
M S IB M C R M /  a m ie i m m  u rar release
PLEASE NOTE! NO CHILDREN’S TICKETS WILL BE SOLD! 
Feature Shown Dnily nt 2:10-7:00 and 9:30 P.M. — Sat. ft Sun. 
Shown at 2:00-4:30-7:05 and 9:40 P.M.
